LIQUOR IN POLITICS	<n
and most drastic Licensing Bill. It raised a storm of opposition
from the publicans and the liquor trade generally; and as the
chief temperance organization in politics, the United Kingdom
Alliance, refused (because it did not embody their particular
panacea,- Local Veto) to give it any effective counter-support,
it had to be withdrawn. In 1872 he tried again, and passed a
weaker and yet still very contentious act. It was in debate upon
this in the house of lords, that the eloquent Dr. Magee, then
bishop of Peterborough, made his famous avowal that he would
like to see 'England free better than England sober'. Its passage
led to actual rioting in various towns; but it was enforced.
From midsummer 1871 till the dissolution of 1874 nearly every
public-house in the United Kingdom was an active committee-
room for the conservative party. The consequences of this upon
actual voting, well attested by contemporary evidence,1 prob-
ably outweighed all the other factors in the government's un-
popularity. But the current of it ran deeper; for here—little
rcali/cd, perhaps, at the time —was one of* the source-points in
the history of parlies. Down to then the liquor industry, like
other industrial interests., was apt to be liberal. One member
(Stansfeld) of this very cabinet was a brewer. The liberal
Dickens had glorified drink. The head of the great firm of Bass
sat in parliament from 1848 to 1883 as liberal member for Derby.
Till then, too, the conservative party lacked an adequate material
basis. Whigs and tories alike in the old oligarchic days had rested
on the support of great landed families. After 1832, and again
after I fifty, the widening of the franchise compelled a correspond-
ing widening of parties; and so the liberal and conservative
parties were gradually evolved. But the liberals had been far
more successful in enrolling permanent interests under their ban-
ner. By championing economic liberty and class emancipation,
they had won over the business classes generally. After 1860 they
had paid increasing attention to the lower sections of the middle
class and the upper strata of the wage-earners; and since these
were mainly nonconformist, had enrolled nonconformity. By so
doing they revived the historic tie between the tory party and the
established church* But Anglicanism alone was neither strong
* e,g. Annual Rf/fister. Gladstone's own view of the 'immediately operative causes*
which defeated him at the poll* may be read in a letter to his brother Robertson
of G February 1874: *I hav* no doubt what is the principal. We have been borne
down in a torrent uf gin and bcwr.' (Moray's Life, bk, vi, chap. 14,)

